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1. Abstract
As the scale of accelerator projects and their power consumptions increase,
improving the power efficiency and the power recovery of accelerator systems
become immediate and important requirement and goal. Moreover, the radiation
level in the accelerators should be kept to a minimum extent to cope with
environmental consideration. In the design of the next future largest accelerator, the
International Linear Collider (ILC), the power consumption is estimated to be 161
MW. Important efforts are being undertaken to reduce the electricity consumption
and to lower the radiation level in the current study of its implementation plans.
Consequently, we proposed a new system of beam dump which is based on the
wakefield deceleration of beams in plasma, where the radiation level is far less than
in the conventional designs and where the beam power might be recovered. We
started the study in early 2015 and first focused on simulation where the ILC
electron beams at 250 GeV is dumped into a gas chamber of an appropriate pressure
and size so as to create a plasma and therefore to achieve efficient deceleration. We
will also consider energy recovery from the created plasma in the gas chamber. The
resulting radioactive products are expected to be reduced drastically when
compared to the conventional designs. The article presents the current status of
these studies.
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Beam dump from a view point of Green-ILC
1. Less radioactivity is
more Green for the
environment.
2. If energy can be
recovered, it is further
Green.
ILC in design phase

Infrastructure : 50 MW
RF System : 70 MW
Cryogenics : 70 MW
Beam Dump : 10 MW
200 MW

loss rate
50 % : 25 MW
50 % : 35 MW
90 % : 60 MW
100 % : 10 MW
～ 130 MW

Improve efficiency

This talk
Increase recovery

2. Water beam dump design in Technical Design Report (TDR) of ILC

four dumps
10 bar water
vessels
30cm diameter,
1mm thick Ti window
Water serves as both
The coolant and the
stopping medium
vortex flow

A.3 Schematic Layout of Water Beam Dump
exhaust / chimney

general
cooling water

sand
containment shielding
hall
air treatment
water-system

basin
commissioning beam

water-dump vessel
dump shielding

spent beam

Norbert Tesch (DESY) – Design Studies for an 18 MW Beam Dump at TESLA – ICRS 10 / RPS 2004 – Madeira – May 2004
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Water beam dump design
• The water dump system in TDR/ILC is well studied
and a lot of simulation have been carried out.
• It, however, has issues to further study points;
(1) Dump window with 10 bar,
(2) Treatment of Hydrogen gas production,
(3) Mitigation of water-activation products,
(4) 155oC hot-water can be obtained

3. Alternative discussed design: noble gas dump
Cross section of a tunnel

Based on “Another idea of a LC dump”
by Albrecht Leuschner 16/09/2003

At a Length of 1000m
Ar filled beam pipe
Ar serves as beam
spreader

Iron Cylinder
Water cooling
Air

Albrecht Leuschner

Energy deposition with 400 GeV electron
radius [cm]
Air
Water

Iron

Argon
length [m]

Energy Density [GeV/cm3]

Gas beam dump design
(1) No dump window problem because of 1 bar
(2) No hydrogen bubble production problem
(3) Less iron-activation
(4) Too long facility/tunnel (1000 m)
(5) Not been built before

4. Collective deceleration for compact beam dump

Bethe-Bloch formula for stopping power in material

The collective stopping power for plasma wakefield
deceleration of the electron bunch is large;

nb is the bunch density.

Original idea was to apply the collective deceleration
beam dump to a LPWA beam with high beam density. The
required dump length ~ 1mm. We now consider it for ILC
with a much more dilute beam. The dump becomes longer.
From σL/λpe = ½, then σL=πｃ/ωpe and nb = Nb/(σLσＴ2） ,
−（dE/dx)coll-wave break [GeV/cm] = 5.74 × Nb /σT2 [cm]
means

Ldump[m] = 1.7 ×1013 σT2/Nb E0[GeV], σT > 0.6 σL
In the case of ILC, Nb=2×1010, E0=500 GeV,

Ldump[m] = 4.3 ×105 σT2[cm]
= 130 m w/ σL = 300μm, σT = 0.6×σL = 180μm
= 10 m w/ σT = 50μm, σL = σT/0.6 = 83μm

• Collective deceleration dump
(1) No dump window problem
(2) No hydrogen gas production problem
(3) Less radioactivation
(4) Compact facility
(5) Energy might be extracted as electric energies
• From the view point of Green-ILC, it is worth to study the
possibilities to apply collective deceleration dump system.
• It should be checked that it works for the ILC long beam
condition.
• If introducing the bunch compression after the collision
point, it is possible to shorten the length of the beam dump
facility.
• Efficiency of recovering energy is important from the view
point of Green-ILC

5. Study Group of the Green ILC Beam Dump
We successfully obtained the budget (~40,000 dollars for 3 years, 2015 - 2017)
from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) to study the Green
Beam Dump by plasma wakefield deceleration.
The University of California at Irvine
Plasma Wakefield calculation / simulation
KEK
ILC design
Organization of the group
ILC design / Providing Computer facility
(KEKCC computer cluster, dedicated
Linux workstation computer) for
simulation
Future experiments for the plasma
wakefield deceleration

ELI-NP
Plasma wakefield calculation
SLAC
ILC design / Plasma wakefield calculation
LAPP/IN2P3
ILC design / Plasma wakefield calculation

6. Preliminary result of beam deceleration simulation
beam :
σ x 300
µ m;σ r 50µ m;
=
E= 250G eV(γ 0 = 5 × 105 )
dE/ E = 0.1%
N b= 2 × 1010 ( 3.2nC )
n=
b

Nb

= 1.7 × 1021 / m 3

( 2π ) (σ xσ rσ r )
3/2

plasma :
n p = 3 × 1021 / m 3

λ p ~ 600
600mm
μm

σ x ~ λp / 2

Simulation code: EPOCH

Dr. X. Zhang (UCI)

Preliminary result of beam deceleration simulation
Dr. X. Zhang (UCI)

More than 15%
energy loss after
3m

First result of simulation is encouraging. Working is
continuing with priority.

ILC beam after collision

In ILC, in order to increase the collision
rate, the incoming two beams are
squeezed into the small size. In the TDR,
the beam shape before the collision and
collision rate is estimated and simulated,
but the beam shape after the collision
has not been estimated and simulated.

We need the calculation, simulation,
and design of optics for the collided
beam to be made into the ideal shape
for the collective deceleration.
Present preliminary result used the
undisrupted beam parameters.

Possibility of proof-of-principle experiment at KEK. Three possible testbeds.
Belle
detector

Accelerator Test Facility (ILC test facility)

KEK Tsukuba
campus

Accelerator
Cavity
Linac

Superconducting RF Accelerator Test
Facility in 100-m tunnel (ILC test facility)

Linac of KEKB accelerator

If simulation results look good, we will propose the plan of proof-of-principle
experiment at KEK to use existing accelerator beams. Funding to be secured.

Energy recovery from plasma wakefield
• The paper claimed that at least in the linear wake
regime, “in principle, the energies from the
decelerated beams deposited in the form of organized
plasma wakefield may be recovered into electricity.”
• Any electric circuit such as a metallic loop in the plasma
picks up coherent electric currents caused by the
plasma collective oscillations. Then, external circuit
extract electric energies rather than heat.
• “Because the energy of the plasma electrons is much
less than that of the beam electrons, the collisions do
not give rise to excessive radioactivation.”

7. Summary and outlook
• The conventional design of ILC beam dump (water dump system) in
TDR is well studied, but it has several difficulties. Alternative design
(gas dump system) is very long (~1000 m).
• Collective deceleration dump (Green beam-dump) has several
advantages: no pressure problem, no hydrogen problem, less radioactivation, compact facility, and potential energy recovery.
• First preliminary result of collective deceleration dump of 250 GeV
electron beam shows that 15% of energy loss in first 3 m of beam
dump.
• To realize the green beam dump in ILC, the beam shape after collision
should be optimized to the collective deceleration.
• If simulation results look good, we will propose proof-of-principle
experiment at KEK.

Backup slides

2. Introduction

Tunnel length ~ 32 Km

Detector for particle reaction at center
# of Superconducting
Accelerator
Cavities~15000

~1km

Higgs Factory machine
(Future project)
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Pros/cons
Water dump

Gas dump

length

10 m

1000 m

Window pressure

10 bar static, 0.5 bar dyn.

1 bar static, 0.01 bar dyn

Window diameter

30 cm

8 cm

Hydrogen gas producing

Several liter/sec @ 20 MW no

Tritium production

300 TBq

30 TBq ( in Iron)

Component Activity

1.2 mSv/h

~ 1 … 10 mSv/h

Scheme of the water system for the water beam dump

TESLA

• 70oC hot water can be obtained.

• Energy recovery

ILC parameters

ILC parameters

